In a match replete with brilliant playing, the varsity tennis team defeated Bowdoin 5 matches to 1 at Briar Cliff Country Club on Monday. The match was characterized throughout by bitter contesting from the net to the line. After being held up by the rain at Williams, the weather was excellent to start a faster pace than last year, with a strong wind on the hotel and hotel side, but surprisingly, the wind was not as fierce as expected.

Hill fought well ahead until his opponent made an error. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The second singles match was like the first. Both were well matched and the high wind ran Russell into trouble in the first set, but he tried in an attempt to break up Hill's net game. When the set was decided at 7-6, and Hill went on to win, it was obvious that Hill was more powerful, more aggressive, and held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The third set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The fourth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The fifth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The sixth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The seventh set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The eighth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The ninth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The tenth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The eleventh set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The twelfth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The thirteenth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The fourteenth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The fifteenth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The sixteenth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The seventeenth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The eighteenth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The nineteenth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The twentieth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The twenty-first set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The twenty-second set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The twenty-third set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The twenty-fourth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The twenty-fifth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The twenty-sixth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The twenty-seventh set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The twenty-eighth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The twenty-ninth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The thirtieth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The thirty-first set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The thirty-second set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The thirty-third set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The thirty-fourth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The thirty-fifth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The thirty-sixth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The thirty-seventh set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The thirty-eighth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The thirty-ninth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The fortieth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The forty-first set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The forty-second set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The forty-third set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The forty-fourth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The forty-fifth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The forty-sixth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The forty-seventh set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The forty-eighth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The forty-ninth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The fiftieth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The fiftieth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The fiftieth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The fiftieth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The fiftieth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The fiftieth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.

The fiftieth set was the same, and Hill went ahead. By a combination of errors and more power, bothering Hill continually, he held on until the last stroke was hit. The set went to Russell at 6-3.